
SkillsUSA students at Suffolk Aviation Academy sold cookies to raise money for the 
Wounded Warrior Project (WWP). They sought to support the veterans and service 
members who placed their lives on the line and fought for freedom. WWP Executive 

Director Steven Nardizzi said in a letter to the students, “Your generosity expressed 
through your recent gift of $150 speaks volumes about your concern for the servicemen 

and women who stand on the frontiers of freedom in our world today.”
A generation of servicemen and women have returned home wounded in body and 
spirit. WWP helps thousands of wounded warriors returning home from the current 
conflicts and provides assistance to their families. 
SkillsUSA Lead Advisor Evelyn Lebron-Mele said, “SkillsUSA students are preparing 
for careers in trade, technical, and skilled service occupations. Students pledge to 
do things for others and strive to be active in their schools and communities.”
Students Ray Lebkuecher, Mattituck-Cutchogue UFSD; Kenneth Kiriluk, Three Village CSD; Emily 
Piazza, Sachem CSD; Tyler Cutrone, Sayville UFSD; and Nick Heide, Port Jefferson UFSD are 
enrolled in ESBOCES Professional Pilot Program studying to earn a Private Pilot’s License.

October Means Pink Hair
Cosmetology Teacher Kathleen Calandra and her Ward Career 
and Technical Center students stopped by the Hines Administration 
Center during October for Pink is for Hope breast cancer research. 
Students applied pink hair extensions to administrators and 
employees who wanted to donate to the cause. The pink strands 

are bonded into the hair and can last a week or more.  
Pink hair extensions are a fun fundraiser in the Pink 

Hair for Hope campaign, with proceeds going to 
the American Cancer Society. The event provides 
experience for the students, while also raising 
awareness when out in the community.
Glitter tattoos were a big hit during “Pink Hair for Hope” at Milliken Technical Center, arranged by Cosmetology 
Teacher Deborah Esposito.Student Samantha Haggerty of Connetquot CSD applies a pink tattoo to Kaleigh 
McKenna, Sayville UFSD. Brookhaven Technical Center also participated in “Pink Hair for Hope.”

Aviation Students Show They Care
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An adult education cosmetology student 
applies a pink hair extension to ESBOCES 
employee Daria Greco.



Connor L., a Jefferson Academic Center and Bayport-Blue Point UFSD 
student, has a real passion for ferries; so Fred Hall, vice president 
of the Bridgeport-Port Jefferson Ferry, welcomed him aboard the 
M/V (Motor Vessel) Park City for a tour. He presented Connor with a 
ferry pin, a poster of the “Grand Republic” vessel, and a book on the 
company’s history.
 “Captain Ken was helpful and nice and so were Captain Mates Chris 
and Ziggy. They showed me facts about boats, most of which I already 
knew, but a few that I didn’t know,” Connor said.
ESBOCES Teaching Assistant Kelly Fox is Connor’s home provider. 
She provides student support services to Connor who is on the autism 
spectrum. The services are related to Applied Behavior Analysis and 
social behavior. Ms. Kelly said, “Connor loves ferries. He built a ferry 
out of popsicle sticks and memorized the Port Jeff ferry schedule.”

Student Support Services 
Program Administrator 
Liz Melichar said, 
“This was a wonderful 
opportunity for Connor 
to attach the facts and 
figures he learned about 
ferries to a real life visit.”

Traveling down the Peconic River with a local guide, gently handling 
sand crabs and recording observations, describes a field trip that 
provides experiences science students only hear about in the 
classroom. For 39 students from Brookhaven Technical Center, this 
was a tremendous educational opportunity. 
After departing Atlantis Marine World in Riverhead by boat and 
making their way to an isolated beach in Flanders Bay, the students 
worked with the biologist/tour guide to study their surroundings. They 
learned about the local ecosystem, habits of the indigenous animal 
population, and environmental changes that can affect animal life. 
The estuary is an ideal location to observe wildlife since 70 percent 
of marine life migrates there. Students charted the variety of wildlife 
they discovered and dragged a fine-weave seine net through the 
water to get a closer look at what lives below the surface of the bay.
“When you visit an estuary, it creates a much stronger learning 
experience,” said ESBOCES Animal Science Teacher Deborah 
Cargill. “We cover conservation issues and science in class but to 
step out onto the beach, wade through the water, and personally 
examine the wildlife creates an entirely different understanding for young students. Events like this often serve as defining moments for students 
who then decide that animal science is a starting point for their post-high school studies and careers.”

Bridgeport & Port Jefferson 
Steamboat Company Vice 
President Fred Hall poses with 
Connor L. before boarding the 
M/V (Motor Vessel) Park City.

Ferry Becomes Student’s Classroom

Students Get a Taste of Field Work

Barbering students spent the day at the Veterans Administration Medical 
Center recently to provide free haircuts to homeless vets during the VA’s 
semi-annual Stand Down event during which the association provides 
assistance in the areas of housing, employment, and other services. 
ESBOCES students volunteer their skills in a show of solidarity to 
support the nation’s veterans. “My grandfather was a vet and I feel as 
if I am honoring him today by being here,” said James Ricciardo of East 
Patchogue, an adult education student.

Haircuts for Homeless Vets

Barbering student Edward “Scooter” Canillas cuts 
a veteran’s hair. Luke Mahoney is the teacher at 
Brookhaven Technical Center.
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Animal Science student Suzanna Stankiewicz, Eastport-South Manor CSD, drags a seine net 
through the water with Amanda Levine, the Atlantis guide.



Dignity Day Gets Thumbs Up
On July 1, 2012, ESBOCES adopted the Olweus 
(pronounced Ol-VEY-us) Bullying Prevention Program 
to address the New York State Dignity for All Students 
Act. Olweus programs address youth violence and are 
proven to create safer schools and safer communities. 
The NYS Dignity for All Students Act (The Dignity Act) 
seeks to provide the State’s public elementary and 
secondary school students with a safe and supportive 
environment free from discrimination, intimidation, 
taunting, harassment, and bullying on school property, 
a school bus, and/or at a school function. 
At the Jefferson Academic Center recently, students 
and staff participated in an assembly focused on 
dignity, respect, feeling safe in school, and feeling 

Students and staff gather by the Bully-Free Zone wall and give a thumbs-up 
for “Bullying doesn’t make you cool.”

The Family Education Outreach Program (FEOP) is dedicated to 
supporting children’s education while they are living in temporary 
housing. When Assistant Administrative Coordinator of FEOP at 
ESBOCES Julie Schnurman received word from Jennifer Gunn, 
a marketing manager for Teachers Federal Credit Union (TFCU), 
that more than 20 boxes of school supplies had been collected 
by the Employee Involvement Group, she knew exactly who to 
call.  Brentwood UFSD Homeless Liaison Vincent Palumbo was 
grateful to hear Ms. Schnurman say, “We strive to put these 
donations directly into the hands of families.”
Ms. Gunn explained, “We have been giving back to the community 
for many years,” as a caravan of cars made its way from TFCU 
in Hauppauge to Brentwood. Mr. Palumbo said, “There is an 
immediate need for tangible supplies for students. We want 
to eliminate the barrier to them getting educated.” He assured 
those involved that the backpacks, notebooks, calculators, pens, 
pencils, and other assorted school supplies would go directly to 
the families in need.

Dedicated to Educating Children

Assistant Administrative FEOP Coordinator Julia Schnurman (left), Coordinator of Attendance 
Christobal Benitez, and Homeless Liaison Vincent Palumbo, Brentwood UFSD, join TFCU 
Marketing Manager Jennifer Gunn by the supplies that will help students learn.

New Adult Education Center Opens
ESBOCES officially unveiled its new Adult Education Center on October 1 
during a ribbon-cutting ceremony that was attended by local officials. 
Located off Brentwood Road in Brentwood on the Sisters of St. Joseph’s 
campus, the center serves more than 1,700 health care and adult literacy 
students. The large facility was renovated to accommodate the ESBOCES 
curriculum, which includes comprehensive healthcare and adult literacy 
programs. Health Careers consists of nurse assisting, medical assisting, 
and licensed practical nursing courses of study. Morning and evening 
sessions are available. In addition to 27 classrooms, the center features 
two nursing labs furnished with state-of-the-art equipment.
Career, Technology and Adult Education Director Leah Arnold cuts the ribbon during 
the opening of the new Adult Education Center. To her left is Deputy Superintendent for 
Educational Services Dr. Julie Lutz.

comfortable speaking 
to adults regarding 
harassment issues. Anti-
bullying posters created 
by the students covered 
the school walls.
Principal Christopher 
Williams said, “Dignity and 
respect do not end at the 
conclusion of the day or 
the school year and carries 
outside school as well.”  
The Olweus Program has 
an entire year’s worth of 
topics, ideas, and team-
building activities.
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Saving Dolphins on Long Island
Students enrolled in the Animal Zoo Summer Career Exploration Program gathered in a 
field on the campus of the H.B. Ward Career and Technical Center in Riverhead to learn 
information they need and protocols to follow if they spot a stranded dolphin, seal, or turtle 
on the beach.
Volunteer Instructor Steve Abbondondelo taught them to look for basic things like the 
approximate size of the animal, indications that the animal is hurt, blood or anything 
protruding from the animal, and to see if it is caught in a net. He also warned that even 
though a dolphin may be injured, it can still swing its tail and hurt bystanders.
Students learned the proper protocol of their responsibilities. Using stethoscopes and 
stopwatches, they learned how to collect data related to the breathing and heart rate of a 
dolphin.  Additionally, students learned the special technique to roll a dolphin onto a stretcher. 
ESBOCES Animal Science Teacher Lori Beckmann said, “This was a great opportunity for 
the students to learn what they should do if they come across a stranded dolphin, seal, or 
turtle. Now they have the information and can volunteer to assist in rescue efforts.”
Using a life-sized fiberglass dolphin, volunteers from the Riverhead Foundation for Marine 
Research and Preservation showed the students how to help save a mammal.

Brentwood UFSD’s Brandon S. admires a high-powered microscope 
as AMS President John Nucatola watches.

Learning About Equipment Improvements

Beach Ball Sports Help Agility
Students at Westhampton Beach Learning Center (WHBLC) 
played beach ball soccer, volleyball, hot potato, and parachuted 
beach balls into the air during Beach Ball Day in July.  Activities 
were modified and designed to students’ abilities, such as using 
ramps for non-ambulatory children. Summer Supervisor Todd 
Suprina said, “Our theme was ‘Take me out to the ballgame.’ 
We bounced the idea around and decided to spin the theme 
based on the Westhampton Beach community. We are out east, 
near the beach, so we chose beach balls.”
The staff of occupational therapists and physical therapists 
developed activities that correlate to the range of movement, 
gross motor skills, hand-eye coordination, and visual and 
sensory skills of the students. Mr. Suprina added, “It’s important 
to maintain the skills the students learn throughout the year.”
Beach ball soccer was modified by incorporating a bowling ramp 
and a floor fan. The students tapped the beach ball allowing it to 
roll down the ramp. The floor fan would propel it into the soccer 
net. The students scored a goal almost every time! Students and staff gather after a rousing beach ball game.

Students in Business Education Teacher Jean Murray’s class and 
Christopher Tierney’s Radio and TV Servicing class at Islip Career Center 
visited Advanced Manufacturing Service (AMS) in Ronkonkoma. The 
electronic contract manufacturing provider showed how quality equiment and 
power supplies improve businesses. The state-of-the-art facility, with clients 
that include manufacturers of industrial controls, medical devices, and lab, 
surveillance, and communication equipment, offered the teens opportunities 
to learn how the latest equipment modernizes and facilitates work being done 
on Long Island.
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Students Learn the Animal Zoo Program

Whether the children attending the ExtraEdge/ESBOCES Summer 
Enrichment Program in Bayport–Blue Point UFSD were engrossed in 
learning or having fun creatively, the bottom line is this: it was a good 
time for all.  Children were preventing summertime education lag, parents 
knew their children were enjoying enrichment activities in academic 
“camps,” and community members were pleased the kids would return 
to school with more knowledge than when they left in the spring.
In Chef Shop, Teacher Jessica Davis taught the students how to make 
macaroni and cheese using math skills from measurements in the 
recipe. In Whacky Science, fifth and sixth graders witnessed chemical 
reactions by mixing vinegar and baking soda, resulting in a fully-blown 
rubber glove hand. In Songs & Stories, Teacher Candice Kochansky 
explained that after finishing a story, the children became engaged in 
activities that reflected what they learned, “and they don’t realize they’re 
learning because they’re having fun,” she added.

Eighth, ninth, and tenth graders who participated in the Summer Career 
Exploration Program at H.B. Ward Career and Technical Center (WCTC) 
in Riverhead, had the opportunity to meet rescued greyhounds, miniature 
horses, amphibians, birds, chinchillas, rabbits, salamanders, and frogs 
because of their involvement in the Animal Zoo Program. 
Kate Nickels, owner of the Little Red Barn in Jamesport, accompanied by her 
assistant Lisa Finne, brought miniature horses to WCTC. She said she was 
happy to share information about caring for animals. “Caring for and working 
with horses is a viable career path. Doing the presentation was as much an 
opportunity for me as it hopefully was for them.”
Animal Science Teacher Lori Beckmann said, “Over the course of two 
weeks, the students were introduced to different species and presenters 
from organizations who have volunteered their time to offer information about 
career paths. This really gives the children an opportunity to explore options. 
It whets their palate to find out if this is what they want to do in the future.”
The Little Red Barn offers pony rides, farm animals, and a riding school. 
The instructors specialize in horse care, grooming, safety, tacking up, and 
horseback riding instruction.

Students at Masera Learning Center in West 
Islip had a banner day playing baseball. 
The activities provided opportunities for the 
students to practice their physical education 
skills, hand-eye coordination, and engage in 
team spirit and cooperation. They dressed 
up in Mets and Yankee apparel and paraded 
around the school building with hand-made 
creative banners. 

Physical Education Teacher Joe Burke 
taught the students the skills needed to play 
baseball. They learned how to hold a bat, 
swing, run the bases, and catch the ball. 
Summer Supervisor Dr. Kathy Bedka-Strain 
reported, “Each class was presented with a 
certificate of participation.”

ESBOCES Animal Science Teacher Lori Beckmann (seated left) gathers with the 
students enrolled in the Animal Zoo Summer Career Exploration Program.  With her 
and the students is Little Red Barn owner Kate Nickels (far left).

Whacky Science Teacher Michael Buscemi distributes cups and rubber gloves for testing 
a chemical reaction.

How Do You Spell Good Times?
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America’s Pastime 
“Baseball”  
was a Home Run

ESBOCES Physical Education Teacher Joe 
Burke holds the ball for Jacob S., a Bayport-
Blue Point UFSD student. Mr. Burke said, 
“The students use hand-eye coordination 
and are having fun, too.”



The Navy Junior Reserve Officers Training Corps (NJROTC), 
a unit of the ESBOCES Education and Information Support 
Services based in the William Floyd UFSD, recently traveled 
across the Long Island Sound for a field trip. After taking the 
morning ferry from Orient Point to Connecticut, the cadets 
toured the United States Coast Guard Academy and enjoyed 
a noon meal with students there. The cadets also went aboard 
the USCGC Eagle, a 295-foot ship used as a training cutter, and 
visited the U.S. Navy Submarine Force Library and Museum, 
located on the Thames River near Groton. 
While at the museum, the cadets toured the USS Nautilus, the 
world’s first operational nuclear-powered submarine and the 
first vessel to complete a submerged transit to the North Pole 
in 1958. 
NJROTC at William Floyd was chartered by the United 
States Navy in September 1982 and continues to emphasize 
citizenship and leadership development, as well as the maritime 
heritage. Classroom instruction is augmented throughout 
the year by extra-curricular activities of community service, 
academic, athletic, drill and orienteering competitions, field 

A Field Trip to Remember

NJROTC cadets form up along the accommodation ladder on board USS Nautilus, which was 
designated a National Historic Landmark by the Secretary of the Interior in 1982.

Students in Talia Mochi Cliffe’s Art, Design, & Visual Communications 
class at Brookhaven Technical Center designed T-shirts for veterans 
in conjunction with the agency’s collection of toiletries. Patriotic, 
original artwork was silk-screened on the shirts for troops at the 
Veterans Administration Medical Center in Oklahoma City. 
Troops and their families often travel great distances for specialized 
medical care. The Oklahoma City VA Medical Center offers such 
programs as mental health management and assistance to families, as 
well as reaching out to homeless veterans. Collaborating on the project 
was Vietnam Veteran Robert Cuce, an ESBOCES database manager.
Islip Career Center Assistant Principal Dawn Scicolone and her 
students assisted in honoring the veterans by preparing the collected 
sundry items for shipping, which was provided by United Parcel 
Service Business Manager Bonnie Drouin. Additional donations were 
later delivered to the VA Medical Center in Northport.

ESBOCES Teacher Talia Mochi Cliffe (middle), Bob Cuce (at right), and student Scott 
De Long (at left) from Mattituck-Cutchogue UFSD at an art show to raise funds to 
cover the shirt costs.

Students Helping Veterans

Students in Patrick Brennan’s class at Brookhaven Learning 
Center affixed the agency lighthouse logo on water bottles for 
the Autism Speaks Walkathon in October. Members of Team 
ESBOCES received these specially wrapped bottles to keep them 
hydrated during the event, held October 6, 2013 at Jones Beach 
State Park. Principal Nancy Smalling said, “The task of labeling 
the bottles provides the students with the opportunity to do group 
work, follow instructions, foster independent skills, learn patience, 
interact, and use their social skills.” 
In total, 10 cases or 240 water bottles were re-labeled by Patrick 
Brennan and Dorothy O’Donohoe’s special education classes.

Fostering Skills for Autism Walk

meets, flights, visits to naval or other activities, marksmanship sports training, and 
physical fitness training. From across the country, approximately 60 percent of the 
NJROTC cadets who are graduating seniors continue to higher education.
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Displaying some of the wrapped bottles are (seated l to r) Malik W., Brentwood 
UFSD; Ryan R., Middle Country CSD; Angela Guadagno, paraeducator; Olivia M., 
Longwood CSD; (standing) Diane Degorter, paraeducator; Maria L., Bay Shore 
UFSD; Keith Elliott, teacher assistant; Jamaal M., Brentwood UFSD; Nick I., Rocky 
Point UFSD; and Cecelia Loughlin, paraeducator.



Students gravitate to lessons when it’s students teaching students. 
So in September, in recognition of the 9/11 tragedy, lesson plans at 
Premm Learning Center (PLC) included writings and drawings from 
elementary students at H. Byron Masterson Elementary School in 
Kennett, Missouri, who wrote a  book titled, September 12: We Knew 
Everything Would Be All Right.
Following a PLC  9/11 ceremony to honor those lost and the 
volunteers who helped afterwards, the youngsters made over 
100 paper loops with their names on them and connected them 
to form a school chain in a show of remembrance. The children 
learned the history of September 11, 2001 through the book’s 
underlying message that the sun comes up again and life does go 
on. The children also pledged to make their dreams come true. 

Elementary Kids Learn About 9/11

PLC Teacher Jennifer Ahrens (left) and Principal Carolynn Hansen read “September 12: 
We Knew Everything Would Be All Right” with Vincent A., Longwood CSD. 

Students Visit Art Compound Students from Brookhaven Technical Center visited the LongHouse Reserve in East 
Hampton recently to view the arboretum and sculpture gardens. This celebrated reserve 
is home to a collection of work by some of the most famous names in the contemporary 
art world. The landscape and gardens are designed to showcase the work.
Students from Art, Design, & Visual Communications and Professional Photography 
classes walked the grounds to take photos, sketch, complete class assignments, and 
gain the type of appreciation that can’t be obtained from books. Jack Lenor Larson, 
the renowned textile designer, collector and author, founded LongHouse Reserve as 
a place for visitors to enjoy and broaden their appreciation of modern art. A sampling 
of the 35 life-size outdoor installations include Play it by Trust by Yoko Ono, a chess 
set where both sides feature white pieces; Dale Chihuly’s Cobalt Reeds which features 
tall blown glass “reeds” that appear to be sprouting from indigenous grasses; and the 
10-foot abstract bronze Reclining Figure statue by Willem de Kooning.
“There’s nothing else like this on Long Island,” said Art, Design, & Visual Communications 
Teacher Talia Mochi Cliffe. “Our students are so fortunate to have access to a resource 
such as this. As young artists, they are just getting their feet wet by being introduced to 
career options that utilize the creative talents they are learning to hone in their classes.”

A photography student captures an image of Yoko Ono’s sculpture,  
“Play it by Trust,” at the LongHouse Reserve during her class trip.

Students in Jean Murray’s Special Career Education Business and 
Office Technology classes at Islip Career Center had a tour of the 
Hilton Garden Inn in Ronkonkoma recently. Hilton Director of Sales 
Jennifer Donovan took the teens through the hotel, business center, 
fitness center/pool, laundry, and restaurant. The students watched 
behind-the-scenes jobs and employee responsibilities. They also were 
treated to a complimentary continental breakfast and later an afternoon 
snack.  West Islip UFSD student Matthew A. commented, “They use 
charts to keep track of supplies just like the ones we create in class.” 
Ms. Murray reported that among the field trip’s highlights was seeing 
an ESBOCES graduate working at the front desk.
The Business and Office Technology Program prepares students 
with software and communication skills that will enable them to obtain 
entry-level employment.

Preparing for a Job

Hilton Garden Inn’s Jennifer Donovan, Special Education Teacher Jean Murray, and Special 
Education Aide Maryanne Gibney (rear) with students (l to r) Amanda S., Comsewogue 
UFSD; Matt A., West Islip UFSD; and Jose G. and Daniel J., Brentwood UFSD.
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A 2013 Volkswagen Passat, donated by Donaldsons Volkswagen 
in Sayville to the Automotive Technology Program at Milliken 
Technical Center, is providing an opportunity for hands-on 
mechanical and detailing lessons.  Students in Stephen Celeste’s 
Vehicle Mechanical Repair class have the opportunity to learn 
from this new car. “The technology in the automobile industry is 
constantly changing, like everything else that’s electronic, so it’s 
important for students to see and experience the new technology 
and collaborate about it as it hits the market. The new VW on 
temporary loan to ESBOCES allows students to experience 
some of this new technology firsthand,” explained Mr. Celeste, 
a member of the Automotive Youth Educational System (AYES).
According to AYES and a recent Harris poll, there are over 
100,000 career jobs available at U.S. dealerships today. Students 
who complete the ESBOCES automotive courses gain advanced 
college standing with opportunities to attend a two-year technical 
college. Through this program, associate degrees, certificates, 
and baccalaureate degrees are obtainable.

OC 4096     12/13   CAS

Eastern Suffolk BOCES does not discriminate against any employee, student, applicant for employment, or candidate for enrollment on the basis of sex, gender, race, color, religion or creed, age, weight, 
national origin, marital status, disability, sexual orientation, military or veteran status, domestic violence victim status, genetic predisposition or carrier status, or any other classification protected by Federal, 
State, or local law. Inquiries regarding the implementation of applicable laws should be directed to either of the Eastern Suffolk BOCES Civil Rights Compliance Officers:  the Assistant Superintendent for Human 
Resources, 201 Sunrise Highway, Patchogue, NY 11772, 631-687-3029, ComplianceOfficers@esboces.org; or the Deputy Superintendent for Educational Services, 201 Sunrise Highway, Patchogue, NY 11772, 
631-687-3056, ComplianceOfficers@esboces.org.

Dealership Loans Car to Train Technicians

Project SEARCH Internship  
Candidates Learn Competitive Skills
Project SEARCH was designed to assist students with disabilities 
transition to adult life, and obtain and maintain competitive employment. 
The goal is for the students to learn marketable skills.
Project SEARCH was developed at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital 
Medical Center and has grown to over 200 sites across the United 
States. The partnership with ESBOCES and Medford Multicare is the 
only one on Long Island.
ESBOCES Teacher Linda Niosi said, “During the first week, the 
students had an opportunity to adjust to their new surroundings, 
prepare resumes, and tour the facility.” 
The seven interns were chosen for Project SEARCH based on their 
interests, strengths, and needs. During the first week, the students 
were introduced to central supply, dietary, recreation, laundry, and 
housekeeping departments. They also interviewed with department 
heads. Ms. Niosi said, “The staff is wonderful and the residents are 
great. The students’ social skills are improving and I think this is going 
to be a great year.”
Medford Multicare Administrator David Fielding said, “No one knows 
what we are capable of doing until we try. This is a highly-selective 
program and we want the students to develop the skills they need to be 

(l to r) Zabiah K., Middle Country CSD; Austin W., Connetquot CSD; Hunter S., Three Village CSD; 
Tyler L., Patchogue-Medford UFSD; Nicholas C., Islip UFSD; Jonathan J., Three Village CSD; and 
Marta E., Comsewogue UFSD.
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Students in Brian LaBarba’s Vehicle Body Repair and Refinishing class are responsible for the 
detailing end of the project.

successful. We know that in June 2014, this will be the first graduating class 
of Project SEARCH from Medford Multicare and ESBOCES.” 
Hunter’s father Jose is very excited for his son, who is one of the interns. He 
said, “He gets up early and takes the Suffolk County Accessible Transportation 
(SCAT) bus every day. Hunter wants to succeed and be independent. There’s 
nothing else like this program. Project SEARCH will give him the tools he 
needs to succeed.”


